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completion of the present arrangement of organic life,
and main features of physical geography in these regions;
viz. the eocene or lower tertiary mammalia and the ani

mals of the diluvial period. Between these two groups,
are many assemblages of intermediate character, and in

termediate geological position (as in Touraine), and later

than all of them are other deposits which (imperfectly)
unite the diluvial to the existing fauna. The mam

malia whose remains lie in the lower tertiary rocks may
be considered as having lived on the land previously
to the origin of these strata; and those whose relics
fill caverns and gravel-beds obviously belong to a surface
of the earth which has been modified by subsequent
revolutions. We have therefore the following general
classification of the results arrived at in studying fossil

mammalia;.__




Pachydermata almost lost; ruminant
Modern period - quadrupeds assume preponderance,

as stay, ox, sheep, &c wolf.

I Pachydermata abound, mostly of living
I genera; as rnanz'notlt, hippopotamus,

Diluvial era rhinoceros, tapir, horse, pig; large
feline and bovine quadrupeds and
deer abound.

Pachydermata of extinct and lving
genera abound; as mastodon, hippo-

Tertiary period - potamus, rhinoceros, dinotherium,
anthracotherium, horse, deer; fe-
line quadrupeds not rare.

Pachydermata of extinct genera first

Supracretaceous era - appear, especially palaot1ierium, aim-

plotherium, lophiodon.

Secondary period - I Marsupial quadrupeds occur in one-
u_ place (Stonesfield).

Mr. Lyell's classification of tertiary strata (vol. 1.

p.251.) may be easily reduced to this scale, with sufficient

accuracy for our present purpose, by reading for diluvial,

newer pleiocene (according to the tendency of book iv.

* Concerning the true relations of the StonesfIeld fossil jaws referred by
M. tuvier, Mr. Owen, and M. Agassiz to marsupialia, M. do )31ainvill
still retains and defends a contrary opinion. He thinks they are not main
malia. Some other parts of the bony fabric may surely be found.
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